CM closes People Development Course at Tambunan

22 youths succeed
Chief Minister of Sabah, Datuk Joseph Pairin Kitingan officially closed
the 22-week-long People Development Course at Tambunan Village
Resort Centre (TVRC), Kg. Keranaan, Tambunan on April 28, 1989.
According to the Director of Yayasan Sabah, Datuk Dr. Jeffrey G.
Kitingan, the Course which began on November 14, 1988, was
ticipated by 22 rural farmers and unemployed youths from Tambu-

Datuk Dr. Jeffrey said that following the success
of this Course, similar programmes will be held
sometime in August on a wider scope where
intake will comprise youths from various districts
in Sabah.
Datuk Dr. Jeffrey pointed out that the criteria of
selection will be based on the following:-

Ilan.

The Course was aimed at developing attitudinal change of participants through awareness about life, self-image, attitudes, challenges
and opportunities; improving participants' problem-solving ability so
that they could solve their own problems and make better decisions;
providing working knowledge of their environment, organisation and
systems and their role in it; training the participants with the appropriate skills and techniques required to undertake a project; and developing the participants' mental and physical resilience.
The Course was conducted by Datuk Dr. Jeffrey himself with the
assistance of Yayasan's five regional officers and his special assistant.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

candidates must be of Sabah origin;
unemployed;
possess initiative to be self-employed;
show/prove interest in working hard;
would be better if candidates possess secondary education;
aged between 18 - 30 years;
first come, first served basis; and
based upon Yayasan Sabah's ability to fulfill
demand.

During the Course, the participants were given an informal but comprehensive training and exposu re on how to gain knowledge and skills
in running a project or venture and also how to develop their mental
-I physical resilience, through lectures, group discussions, visits
•...,d practical work, Datuk Dr. Jeffrey said.
After about three months of exposure and training, the participants
formed their own company. This company is now undertaking four
projects of the participants' choice namely, rice-wine ortapai production"agriculture, handicraft and restaurant. A chicken farm has also
been started and managed by two of the participants. There are about
five to six participants in each project and each project is headed by
a manager and assisted by other participants who have each been
assigned specific responsibilities. All these projects are now operational on a small-scale, Datuk Dr. Jeffrey added.

SELAMAT

PESTA

A participant (right) receiving her certificate from
Chief Minister, Datuk Joseph Pairin Kitingan. At
left is Datuk Dr. Jeffrey. (More pictures on Page 2
and to know more about PO, please refer Pages
6 - 9)

KAAMATAN

Datuk Dr. Jeffrey G. Kitingan (right) presenting a souvenir
to the President of Kota Kinabalu Municipal Council, Datuk
Peter D. Cheong when the latter together with other
Council officials called on him on June 15, 1989.

Datuk Dr. Jeffrey (right) presenting a printer and computer
set to the Principal of SMK Tambunan, Encik Mohd Rahmat
Andarasi on May 27, 1989.
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People Development is basically an approach to improve the people's
capability and ability to fulfil their own demands and expectations. This
would mean that the people would rely less on the government and
more on themselves to obtain what they want in promoting their own
economic growth. People Development is therefore a move towards
self-reliance among the people, especially in the rural areas. It is the
improvement of the quality of life of the people by the people for the
people.

The process of in-situ People Development will stimulate economic
activities and growth in the rural districts, create employment opportunities, reduce, stop and may even reverse the rural-urban migration
trend. This will shift the burden of fulfilling the demands and expectations of rural communities from the government to the people themselves. This means, the people would become self-reliant, Le. relying
less on the government and more on themselves.
The ultimate impact of this approach would be to achieve lasting
political stability, and the creation of citizens who are literate, productive, self-reliant, harmonious and tolerant, positively motivated and
have healthy mental attitudes.

In the long run, after having achieved self development and reliance,
the people will be less susceptible to exploitation by unscrupulous
politicians. Social and economic matters will dominate the people's
lives more than politics. Consequently, the people will be able to elect
their own representatives (in politics and so on) who will best serve
their collective interests.
This will reduce political quarrels and
infightings at the local level. Harmony among different groups in
society will be fostered. At State level, there will likely be a greater
unity among the people for the greater achievement of socio-economic progress. Thus, on the whole the people can be said to have
achieved political maturity.

to be had. The People Development approach considers people as
the most vital resource that can be trained to undertake almost
anything. Once trained the individual becomes a functional agent that
can produce and looks after itself. It can also ensure that a project
succeeds.
Second, The People Development approach recognises the peoples'
way of life as a strength and as a sound foundation for ensuring the
success of development programmes. It, therefore, harnesses and
selectively enhances the existing way of life of the community such as
the practice of 'mitatabang or morugu{i (cooperative efforts),
'mirunding' (discussion/consultation),
'sogiaan' (sharing), 'pembitanan' (demonstration) and the village farming/production
cycle,
rather than to change them. Other approaches destroy these foundations and replace them with something unfamiliar to the villagers.
Third, People Development takes a macro perspective of society's
problems, fits them together and implements the programme bottoms
up, that is, from the village and individual level, upwards.
Such an approach opens the door of opportunities wide open for e.•••
ttry
villager to participate through the basic grassroot organization, the
JKKK.
Other unique features of the People Development concept include the
participation of:
Community volunteers, .corporate volunteers, and also inter-agency
cooperation.
Product demand and marketing strategies will constitute vital factors
that could well determine the direction and scope or even the success
of the People Development Programme. Yayasan Sabah shall therefore establish and maintain a comprehensive market and product
information system in order to guide its training and implementation
programme.

The people, especially in the rural areas. It is the individual, who is
prepared psychologically to take advantage of this changing trend,
who will reap the benefits associated with People Developmer.
People Development is nec~ssary in order to prepare the people in the
rural areas to harness their potential energies, talents and creativity
towards achieving self-reliance. It is an alternative approach to the
traditional socio-economic development programme which focussed
on projects rather than on people. With People Development however, the focus is on the people themselves. They will not only be
taught how to ''fish" but also how to produce different varieties of ''fish"
which can be processed, marketed and consumed. It means more
and different varieties of goods can be produced, processed and sold
orconsumed. This will make the people become self-reliant, economically more productive, more literate and healthy, more creative,
positively motivated by healthy mental attitudes, more tolerant and in
the long run helps to promote harmony in the State.

(5)
How does People Development Concept differs from
other programmes?
First, the People development approach focuses on people rather
than on projects. 7his distinction is important because projects are
often perceived, as something temporary - something that begins, and
ends. People look upon a project as something physical - something

(7)
Why Is the People Development concentrated In the rural
areas?
Because, it is in the rural areas that 70% of the State's poor population
resides. Livelihood in the rural areas depends mainly on agriculture
but most of the lands are, however, underutilised. Most of the people
in the rural areas are also unemployed, even though most of them own
land. There exists potentials for improved agriculture and fish produc·
tion, product development and processing opportunities, marketing,
transportation, tourism and other relevant activities. These potentials
can be developed and profitably tapped. Specialisation can be developed in different geographical regions. Trading activities between
rural and urban districts can be improved to increase the flow of goods
and services for their mutual benefits. Given the proper stimulation
and environment, the rural people will want progress and development
for themselves and their community. Thus, it is here that the Yayasan
Sabah's Human Resources Development programme will begin.
Such programmes will provide training, exposure and practice in the
various fields of endeavours especially related to harnessing rural
potentials. The government feels that there is a definite need to
continued Page 7

develop the rural areas, make the people more self-reliant ratherthan
on the government , create employment opportunities and in the
process reverse the rural-urban migration trend.

(8)
How can People Development help the people In the rural
areas?
Through People Development, People Development Centres will be
established in the rural areas. The People Development Centres will
provide in-situ training and development under its Human Resources
Development programmes. The training programmes will not only
provide knowledge to the people to decide what kind of products to
produce and how to produce them better, but also the necessary
knowledge and ideas to produce new products. The people will
become efficient producers. They will be able to improve on their
product varieties and quality, and increase the volume of their production for existing and new products. This will mean fuller employment
as opposed to underemployment of labour presently found in the rural

'so
(9)
How can People Development
people's Income?

help to Improve the

Yayasan Sabah will carry out in-situ Human Resources Development
programmes where training, exposure and practice in various fields of
endeavours, especially related to harnessing rural potentials, will be
provided.
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

With these training programmes at the People Development
Centre, the people will be able to decide what kind of products to
produce and how to produce them better.
They will obtain better knowledge and ideas to produce new
products.
They will be able to practise and apply new skills and technology
on their own land and the products obtained, and hence expect an
improvement in their productivity by becoming efficient producers.
They will be able to improve product varieties and quality.
They will be able to increase the volume of their production for
lxisting and new products.
With the above (primary) activities, they will be able to generate
(secondary) activities in processing, marketing, packaging, transportation, etc.
They will have the volume and business knowledge to trade more
effectively.
New employment opportunities and enhanced trading activities
will be generated.
This will improve their INCOME as well as their income EARNING
CAPACITY.

(10) How will the villagers improved Income help them to enjoy
the facilities usually found In the urban areas, e.g. banks, shopping areas, entertainment, etc?
The villagers' improved income means they will not only have more
money to save, creating the need for banking and financial activities,
but also greater spending power. There will be new demands for
goods and services, including better housing, industrial goods and
entertainment, resulting in the rise of shopping complexes and sports
complexes to cater for these demands. They will also be generating

investment and financial demands to meet their needs, and such
activities will lead to the creation of supporting industries generating
further employment opportunities in the rural areas. In the long run,
they will not only enjoy the facilities usually found in the urban areas,
but may even help to reverse the present rural-urban migration trend.

With improved volume of production, and improved quality and
varieties of products, the people will generate secondary economic
activities in processing, marketing, packaging and transportation.
This secondary economic activities will generate new and fuller
employment of labour and enhance trading activities, resulting in
improved income and income earning capacity. Banking and financial
activities, including job opportunities in this sector, will be created.
Increased spending power means also new demands for goods and
services, such as better housing, industrial goods and entertainment.
This will generate investment and financial demands and supporting
industries generating further employment opportunities. This economic cycle will continue creating new demands and employment
opportunities in the rural areas and in the long run the people will
become self·reliant.

(12)
Can the People Development Programme be successful
since many others have failed?
The success of the People Development programme will depend on
the translation of plans and ideas into action. All ideas, concept and
approaches must be fully understood by everyone involved. We must
recognize, analyze and overcome failures of previous programmes
and actions/policies before we implement new ones. The following
are reasons why others have failed:
(a) There is a lack of understanding of the overall concept of
development. The implementors did not have a macro perspective of society's problems and how their efforts relate to that of
the government's and the people's participation in the pro·
grammes. They must believe in the project in order to build
commitment and stimulate motivation.
(b) There is no proper planning and implementation procedure.
Ideas must be thoroughly discussed and tested before we
proceed to implement them on a large scale.
(c)
There is a lack of active participation and commitment by the
people. The people must be made to understand the meaning
and objective of a project, how it works and how much they can
benefit from it. The people must be informed of their role and how
they can get involved. The programme must be internalised as
part and parcel of the people's way of life.
(d) There is a lack of institutionalization of ideas and process. Socioeconomic development must be an on-going process. It should
become institutionalized as a permanent feature of the people's
way of life. Institutions are symbols of permanency and achievements which can mould the people to achieve success and
thereby develop the talents and skills of those who go through
such institutions.
(e)
There is a lack of appreciation of the real needs of the people and
their way of life. We should attempt to assess the rural people's
needs and to understand the real invisible forces which keep the
villagers together, and determine whether new ideas and methods are accepted or rejected. The way of life of the rural people
must be accomodated and not changed or destroyed. For ex-

continued Page 8
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(f)

(g)

ample, village traditions such as mitatabang or morugup (cooperative efforts), sogiaan (sharing), mirunding (discussion), and
pembitanan (demonstration) should be properly studied and
enhanced.
There is a lack of follow up and sustained efforts to ensure
project success. There should therefore be full dedication and
commitment of all those participating to ensure the success of
the People Development programme.
There is political interference and self interest. The politician's
support is important but he/she must not interfere in the management of such projects. Promises by politicians which cannot be
fulfilled will raise the expectations of the rural people to unattainable levels, and therefore any project or programme undertaken
will likely fail.

Another important factor which will ensure the success of the People
Development programme is the massive participation of community
volunteers, voluntary associations and private organisations, besides
government agencies.

(13) Why should Yayasan Ssbah get Involved with People
Development?
Since its establishment in 1966, Yayasan Sabah's major activities, in
line with its role of promoting education, have been limited to providing
assistance such as study loans, scholarships, educational facilities
and so on. Yayasan Sabah is looked at as a charitable/welfare organisation. It has inadvertently created for itself a "Santa Claus· image.
Meanwhile, there is rampant rural-urban migration and rural underemployment.
The quality of life of the people has also begun to
deterioriate. Such a situation is a threat to socio-political stability in
Sabah and must be redressed quickly.
Yayasan Sabah's main
mission is contributing to the improvement of the quality of life of the
people in Sabah. Therefore, in order to playa more meaningful role,
Yayasan Sabah must help the people to progress and advance
themselves within the context of the unique social, cultural and
political setting in Sabah. Yayasan Sabah's role should then be to
improve the capacity and ability of the people to fulfil their own
demands and expectations so that they would rely less on the
government and more on themselves. This role of Yayasan Sabah is
embodied in the People Development Concept. Through the People
Development approach, a strategy can be formulated to build a
dynamic and self-reliant society to spearhead the socio-economic advancement and progress of Sabah. Yayasan Sabah shall act as a
catalyst to bring about the desired change.

Yayasan Sabah's role would be to spearhead the People Development concept in the rural areas. In line with its main mission of
improving the quality of life of the people of Sabah, it will endeavour
to improve the ability of the people or the individual to fulfil theirlhislher
own demands/expectations and become more self-reliant in the process. It shall act as the catalyst to bring about the desired change in
revitalising the rural areas and transforming them into dynamic growth
regions. This will bring the rural areas into the mainstream of socioeconomic development in Sabah.

(15) What wl1l happen to the Yayasan Ssbah's present programmes If People Development programmes are Implemented?
Yayasan Sabah's present programmes will continue with the provision of educational awards, including scholarships, loans and textbooks, and other socio-economic activities, including the Flying
Doctor and ambulance services, besides the People Development
programmes. In future, Yayasan Sabah will also be running its own
schools from child development to secondary schools, as well as
provide vocational training. This will give Yayasan Sabah the opportunity to ensure the quality of education,address appropriately to
specific target groups; to create employment opportunities especially
in the rural areas; and to channel funds for the development and
management of educational facilities and infrastructure. As mentioned earlier, Yayasan Sabah's most important future contribution will
be in the area of Human Resources Development as distinguished
from formal education per se.

(16) What are the objectIves of the Human Resources Deve,.,,,ment and how can they be achIeved?
The Human Resources Development, which will be concentrated in
the rural areas, have the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to promote literacy
to improve productivity and the people's income earning capacity
to stimulate economic activities and growth
to create employment opportunities
to reverse the rural-urban migration trend
to develop and maximise resource utilisation, and
to harness the potential energies, talents and creativity of the rural
folks in the village.

These objectives can be achieved by the establishment, operation
and effective control and management of an Institute for People
Development preferably located in the rural district; a multi purpose
People Development Centre in different villages; the active participation, understanding and commitment of the villagers themselves; and
the institutionalization and internalisation of ideas and the acq
technology into the people's way of life.

Naturally. The programme in Human Resources Development will be
designed in such a way so as to promote the total development of a
balanced and dynamic society. This means, among others, there will
be programmes for sports and recreational activities and the development of culture, the indigenous art and music to promote better
understanding and appreciation among the people of these activities.

(18)
Would People Development duplicate other government
agencies In carrying out Its programmes?
No, it would not, because the approach to People Dovelopment is new,
even though the concept itself has been tried by other government
agencies. The People Development, however will be working closely
with various government agencies in carrying out its programme. This

inter-agency cooperation with government departments such as
Agriculture Department, Fisheries Department, Information Department, Forestry Department, District Offices, and so on, will be a key
to a successful trouble-free operation and management of the project
and must be properly executed.

(19) What Is the role of community volunteers In People Development?
Besides inter-agency cooperation, the services of community volunteers will be sought. These are voluntary associations, youth corp,
professional bodies and graduates whose humble beginnings are
from the rural districts and kampungs.
In this programme, local
graduates can contribute their knowledge and services back to their
own kampung through voluntary efforts in whatever way possible.
These local graduates are known to the villagers and therefore the
villagers are likely to respond in a positive manner. Private companies
will also be suited to participate in the People Development pro"11 me by becoming sponsors for certain community programmes or
[J. ~Jects, thereby discharging their
social responsibilities meaningfully.

The People Development Centre will provide in-situ training and
development. It will be linked to the Institute for People Development
and will become the centre for village activities where the villagers will
meet, learn, work and play together. The programmes offered at the
People Development Centre are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Orientation and introduction to People Development Programmes
Literacy education/adult education
Value adjustment-Traditions versus modern economic practices
Acquisition of vocational, technical, production, handicraft skills
Improving agriculture production
Transfer of appropriate technology
Marketing and business training
Packaging and distribution management
-ransportation management
lourism promotion and management
Cottage industry and handicraft development
Rural health education
Child education/ pre-school education
Cultural development
Woodworking
Brick laying
Product development
Farming skills
Duck rearing'and marketing
Pig rearing and production and marketing
Buffalo rearing and production and marketing
Aquaculture development
Tailoring and weaving
Writing skills and folk story writing
Traditional music and dances
Driving of cars and farm machinery
Construction/house building
Sports and Recreational activities
How to organise and conduct meetings

(21) What Is the difference between an Institute for People
Development and People Development centres?
The People Development Centres are mini versions of the Institute for
People Development. These establishments will address the problems in the rural communities with particular emphasis on those fields
not catered for in existing formal education.
The People Development Centres, which are located in the rural
areas, will not only be linked to the Institute for People Development.
but will also become the centres for village activities, where the
villagers will meet, learn, work and play.

(22) What methods and approach will be used to conduct the
training and field work?
Training and field works will be conducted in such a way as to routinise
work schedule. At the same time, it will allow for flexibility which would
fit well with established village traditions such as Mitatabang or
morugup (cooperative efforts); mirunding (discussion/consultation);
sogiaan (sharing); pembitanan (demonstration); and the village farming/production cycle.

(23) What possible effect could the People Development approach have on the people of Sabah, especially In the rural
areas?
Through the People Development approach, a strategy can be formulated to build a dynamic and self-reliant society, especially in the rural
areas,to spearhead the socio-economic advancement and progress
of Sabah. Yayasan Sabah shall act as the catalyst to bring about the
desired change.

The people can participate by enrolling themselves in the People
Development Centres through their village development and security
committees (JKKKS) in the Kampungs. They need to be actively
involved with the programmes offered at the Centres.
Yayasan Sabah will be establishing the People Development Centres
in the rural areas. At these People Development Centres, in-situ
human resources development programmes will be implemented.
Such programmes will provide the necessary training, exposure and
practice to the people in the various fields of endeavours especially
related to harnessing rural potential.

(25)
What will be the people's contribution In People Devel·
opment?
The people's contribution will be in their positive participation in
People Development through the People Development Centres'
programmes. Most important will be their commitment in the People
Development programmes. They must be ready to understand, accept and act on the programmes,
as well as believe that People
Development can benefit them.

lese DIVERSIFIES FURTHER
Innoprise Corporation Sdn Shd (ICSS), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Yayasan Sabah, has acquired 15% of the equity in
Shell Timur Sdn. Shd.

Meanwhile, Dr. Mark Moody-Stuart, Chairman and Chief executive for Shell Companies in Malaysia, said that the divestment of equity in Shell Timur Sdn Shd to local interests was a
tangible proof of its confidence in the standing and capability of
its three local business partners.
''They represent the people of Sabah and sarawak, and are
known for their firm belief in developing the economic position
of the local community", he said.

At the Shareholders Agreement and Share Sale Letter signed
in Kuala Lumpur on April 24, 1989, ICSS's Executive Chairman, Datuk Dr. Jeffrey G. Kitingan handed over a cheque for
the amount of $27 million being ICSS's share of the equity, to
the Chairman and Chief Executive of Shell Companies in Malaysia, Dr. Mark Moody-Stuart.
Datuk Dr. Jeffrey said that the acquisition signifies ICSS's effort
to diversify its income base into non-timber based industries.
"Our first major diversification was in the hospitality and tourism
industry which was effected last year with the 100% acquisition
of Tanjung Aru Seach Hotel", said Datuk Dr. Jeftrey.
According to Datuk Dr. Jeffrey, ICSS's equity participation in
111 Timur Sdn Shd also marks its cooperation and associ atlun with Sarawak Economic Development Corporation and
Sintulu Development Authority which took 10% and 5% equity
stake respectively.

The signing in progress between Dr Mark Moody-Stuart and
Datuk Dr Jeffrey G Kitingan (left).
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CERAMAH DAN PAMERAN
KONSEP PROGRAM
PEMBANGUNANINSAN
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Jabatan Pembangunan Sosio=Economi telah dijemput oleh
Persatuan Mahasiswa-mahasiswa
Universiti Kebangsaan
Malaysia (PERM IS) bagi menyampaikan ceramah mengenai
Konsep Program Pembangunan Insan, Yayasan Sabah. Disamping itu juga, pameran berhubungkait dengan program ini
turut diadakan.
Program ini bermula pada 14 Mei 1989 hingga 29 M,ei 1989
yang diadakan di Dewan Masyarakat Sandakan, Lahad Datu,
Kunak. Tawau dan Semporna.
Pegawai Pembangunan
Sosio-Ekonomi,
Encik George
Sangkin telah menyampaikan ceramah tersebut manakala
bahagian pameran diselaraskan oleh Encik Oliver Fung dari
Bahagian Grafik.

<11111111111111
.
.

Encik George Sangkin sedang menyampaikan ceramah
mengenai Pembangunan Insan kepada ketua-ketua kampung
dan ahli-ahli jawatankuasa kemajuan dan keselamatan kampung'di Dewan Masyarakat Semporna.

Sebahagian daripada penuntut-penuntut yang turut menghadiri ceramah tersebut sedang manyaksikan pam~ran yang diadakan.··
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Educational trip for 18 secretaries

Tanjung Aru Beach
Hotel (TABH) beat
Yayasan Sabah by 31 22 in a Basketball
Tournamanet held at
the Likas Sports Complex on June 20,1989

Red House B Team defeated Green
House B Team by 2 -1 to capture the
challenge trophy in the B DivisionFootball
Tournament held at the Likas Sports
Complex on June 7,1989.
Pix:

Encik Bede Gungit (left) captain

of Red House B Teamreceiving the trophy
from Encik James Wong, Sports & Recreation Officer.

BEREGU
WONG DAN
TARMAN
MUNCUL
JUARA PIALA PUSINGAN
ENCIK JITIRIN SITAUN

SEVEN REACH
THE SUMMIT
Seven staff-members
conquered
Mount Kinabalu, the highest mountain in South-East Asia on April 1,

1989.
They are Encik Vinc.ent Chung
(Group Manager of Administration
and Personnel Department - ICSS),
Encik James Wong (Sports & Recreation Officer of Public Affairs Department), Encik Clarence Estrop,
(Finance Department, Yayasan Sabah), Encik Paul Foo (KOYASA),
Encik Pudin Ibrahim (Library), Ericik
Alex Suinggi (Personnel Division ICSS) and Cik Kalistah Sitaun (Personnel Division - ICSS).

The expedition, being the fourth in a series, WClS organised by the Public Affr
Department's Sports & Recreation Section.
Last year's expedition attracted a total of 11 staff-members.

YAYASAN SABAH DARTS
COMPETITION 1989
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